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Stereotyping: a prevalent phenomenon 
Categorizing information based on simple and easily accessible categories1 is a typical 
cognitive shortcut used by human beings to make quick decisions. The simple act of 
separating people in groups is enough to trigger inter-group discrimination2. We 
categorize others on the basis of obvious attributes such as race, gender, or age, and we 
do so often without realizing it -- whether we associate these characteristics with positive 
traits (such as �women are better at multitasking,� �Asians are hardworking�) or negative 
ones (�women are emotional�, �accountants are not creative�). Further, we often 
stereotype members of our own group (women can stereotype against women). What 
makes stereotyping so pervasive and difficult to change is that not only do we stereotype, 
we also tend to reject information that dissonates with our attitudes and we selectively 
recall information that confirms our way of thinking.3 
 
Gender Stereotyping in the Workplace 
 
! Stereotyping is more likely to occur in multi-tasking situations, where people 

revert to �cognitive shortcuts�1, and is more likely to occur under conditions of 
threat to our self image and self esteem 4, situations that can frequently arise in the 
context of receiving negative feedback in the work setting.  

 
! Stereotyping is most likely to occur when there is a clear �out-group� member, 

such as a single woman in a male technical team, where the sole woman will be 
the subject of more stereotyping than the male members will.5  

 
! Tokenism has been identified as the kind of stereotyping that occurs when 

someone clearly belongs to a minority group, such as the sole technical woman in 
a group of men.6  Tokenism leads to the majority group member to treat the single 
woman in the group as representing all the stereotypical characteristics of the 
gender. The solo technical woman thus sees her work subjected to much more  
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scrutiny than her male peers, and her gender becomes a lens through which her work 
is evaluated. This leads to the work actions, communication, and performance of the 
woman to be judged through a stereotypical gender lens. In this context, attitudes that 
reward men who act assertively as leaders punish women who achieve the same 
successes and exhibit similar behaviors.7 This represents a significant barrier to 
women at the upper echelons of the organization, and their performance evaluations 
are likely to suffer.  

 
The ways in which stereotyping affect technical women 
 
! Even with equal qualifications and achievements to those of their male 

counterparts, women are perceived less favorably in terms of their ability and 
accomplishments � this stereotyping tends to be reflected in evaluations and 
promotions and places women at a disadvantage for advancement.8 

 
! Women who are in minority status are also more likely to be pushed toward tasks 

that are stereotypically feminine, such as support work.9 
 
! Given equivalent positions, men are perceived as more influential than women. 

Men are also more likely to resist influence from women. Women need to show 
exceptional competence to be taken seriously as influencers � double standard of 
competence, a phenomenon that, because of stereotyping, is especially true in 
masculine domains. 10 

 
! Research shows that women are not afforded as much of a repertoire of behaviors 

when it comes to assertiveness. That is, technical women are either viewed as 
�not assertive enough� or �too assertive�.  Women benefit from self-monitoring in 
order to match the style of participants in the situation, thus �modulating� their 
level of assertiveness based on the context.11  

 
! Women are more likely to be stereotyped as �family focused� and �unwilling to 

travel� and therefore tend to be passed up for promotions.12 This is labeled �The 
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Motherhood Assumption� by interviewees in our recent study 
(www.anitaborg.org/research).  

 
! Given equivalent qualifications, because of bias and stereotyping, women are less 

likely to be hired and promoted,13 especially for roles that are traditionally 
stereotypically masculine, such as engineering. In one study, researchers found 
more bias against candidates applying for technical leadership jobs than other job 
categories.14 There is no conclusive evidence on whether technical women are 
more or less likely to be laid off in an economic downturn.  

 
! When they do get promoted, research suggests that women are more likely to be 

given leadership positions where success is unlikely � for example, a poorly 
funded project or a team already in disarray, putting them at enhanced risk for 
failure. This phenomenon has been dubbed the �Glass Cliff.�15  

 
 
 

• Increasing awareness of the prevalence of gender bias is a significant way 
to mitigate its harmful effects. 

• Project Implicit at Harvard University, University of Virginia, and 
University of Washington, offers self assessment testing on a variety of 
stereotypical assumptions, of which gender and math engineering 
professions. https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/  
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